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Abstract—Vortex beams, characterized by a collimated wave-
front with a phase dislocation at their principal axis, have found
practical applications to construct acoustic tweezers for particle
trapping and manipulation, or underwater communications.
However, the natural diffraction of the wavefront limits the
size of the vortex. This result in vortices whose bright core
is larger than the wavelength, limiting their use for practical
applications such as long-range underwater communications.
In this work, we synthesize a vortex beam of sub-wavelength
size at a distance beyond Rayleigh diffraction length using the
nonlinear mixing of two confocal, high-frequency and detuned
vortex beams of different topological charges. By using the
nonlinear mixing of two confocal vortices, it was generated a
low-frequency (1 kHz) focused vortex beam of integer topological
charge whose distance between magnitude maxima is about 18
times smaller than its wavelength at a distance about 3 times
the Rayleigh diffraction length. Sub-wavelength vortices emerge
as a result of the spatiotemporal interference of two primary
vortex beams due to the conservation of angular momentum
during nonlinear wave-mixing. This mechanism opens new paths
to design directive parametric antennas for vortex transceivers or
particle manipulation systems at scales well below the diffraction
limit.

Index Terms—Acoustic vortices, nonlinear acoustics, ultra-
sound, sub-diffractive propagation, sub-wavelength limit.

I. INTRODUCTION

Vortex beams are characterized by a collimated wavefront
with a phase dependence of the type exp(ilφ), with φ the
azimuthal angle and l the topological charge, respectively. At
the principal axis of the vortex beam the field exhibits a phase
singularity and the field is null. Methods to synthesize these
beams include active devices such as phased arrays [1], helical
radiating surfaces [2] or Archimedean [3], [4], Fresnel spiral
diffraction gratings [5], or acoustic holograms [6], among
others. Metamaterials have also been used to generate vortex
beams by using flat and sub-wavelength structures [7], [8].
However, in all these configurations the natural diffraction
of the wavefront limits the size of the vortex. The minimum
value is only reached for distances smaller than the Rayleigh
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diffraction length of the source due to the divergence of the
beam, given by the relation between the geometry of the
source and the wavelength. Recently, increasing attention has
been paid to restoring the evanescent components of a field to
overcome the diffraction limit either using metamaterials [9]
or time-reversal techniques [10]. However, as these approaches
rely on evanescent waves, their use is restricted to near-field
distances.

In this work [11], we synthesize a vortex beam of sub-
wavelength size at a distance beyond Rayleigh diffraction
length using the nonlinear mixing of two confocal, high-
frequency and detuned vortex beams of different topological
charges. We demonstrate the concept using the natural self-
demodulation phenomenon in air. We generate a focused
vortex beam of integer topological charge whose distance
between magnitude maxima is about 18 times smaller than
its wavelength at a distance about 2.8 times the Rayleigh
diffraction length.

II. METHODS

A device was manufactured by disposing 10-mm diameter
ultrasound emitters operating in air over two different helical
surfaces as shown in Fig. 1. The helical profile of the n-th
surface (with n = 1, 2) was designed to generate a focused
beam at a focal point, r(φ, r, z) = (0, 0, F ), and, simultane-
ously, produce at this location a difference of time of flight
equal to ∆tn = lnφ/ωn, where ln is the topological charge
of the n-th primary vortex beam, ωn the angular frequency
and φ the azimuthal coordinate. In particular, the first source,
composed of the two internal concentric rings of transducers,
see Fig. 1 (b), was excited with a sinusoidal pulse burst of
ω1/2π = 40 kHz while the second one, composed of the
two external concentric rings of transducers, was excited at
ω2/2π = 41 kHz. The topological charges of the primary
vortex beams, defined by the curvature of the helical surfaces,
were set to l1 = 1 and l2 = 2. Source aperture was set to
2a = 110 mm, with a the radius of the source, and the focal
point was F = 100 mm. Thus, the Rayleigh distances for the
primary vortex beams are around πa2/λ1 ≈ πa2/λ2 ≈ 1.1 m.

The generation of the two confocal primary vortex beams
is based on a helical surface. The surface should produce the
focusing of the acoustic waves at the focal point r(x, y, z) =
r(0, 0, F ) and, simultaneously, a phase dislocation at this



point. The time-of-flight at the focal spot should present an
azimuthal dependence of the type

∆tn(φ) =
lnφ

ωn
, (1)

where ln is the topological charge and ωn the angular fre-
quency of the n-th vortex beam and the azimuthal angle. To
guarantee such phase, we design a helical surface as shown
in Fig. 1. The surface design is constrained by the distance to
the focal point, which must follow this relation

Rn(φ) = F − lnλnφ

2π
, (2)

at any point, where λn = 2πc0/ωn. This surface, defined in
spherical coordinates as r = r(φ, θ,Rn(φ)), can be expressed
in Cartesian coordinates as

xn (φ, θ) = Rn (φ) cos (φ) sin (θ) , (3)
yn (φ, θ) = Rn (φ) sin (φ) sin (θ) , (4)
zn (φ, θ) = − [F +Rn (φ) cos (θ)] , (5)

where the azimuthal and elevation angles range between 0 <

φ < 2π and θ[n]min < θ < θ
[n]
max, respectively. The aperture angles

are given by

θ[2]max = tan−1
( a

2F

)
, (6)

θ
[2]
min = tan−1

( ah
2F

)
, (7)

θ[1]max = θ
[2]
min, (8)

θ
[1]
min = 0, (9)

where 2ais the outer-source aperture and 2ahis the aperture of
the inner source.

The two vortex sources were manufactured by placing two
concentric arrays of transducers over the helical surfaces. Each

Fig. 1. Scheme of the helical surface to focus two confocal vortex beams.

Fig. 2. Experimental setup.

of the sources was composed of two concentric arrays of
piezoelectric transducers, as shown in Fig. 2. Each piezoelec-
tric transducer (MA40S4S, Murata Manufacturing Co., Ltd.)
presents an aperture of 10 mm and produces a sound pressure
level of 120 dB SPL (0 dB = 20 µPa) measured at 30 cm
in air when excited with a sinusoidal signal of 10 V. The
source consisted in a total of 74 transducers (50 for the inner
and 24 for the outer source). Transducers were connected in
parallel. For the first source (inner array) the design frequency
was f1 = 40 kHz while for the second one (outer array) the
frequency was f2 = 41 kHz. The topological charges of the
primary vortex beams were set to l1 = 1 and l2 = 2. Source
aperture was 2a = 110 mm (2ah = 60mm) and the focal was
F = 100 mm.

III. RESULTS

For finite-amplitude waves, and when all emitters are ac-
tive, both beams interact and due to material and advective
nonlinearity wave mixing occurs during propagation. Higher
harmonics arise as arithmetical combinations of the funda-
mental waves of both beams. The root-mean-square pressure
measured was 138.4 Pa at 40 kHz (a sound pressure level
of 136.8 dB referenced at 20 µPa), enough to trigger weak
nonlinear effects. In addition to higher harmonics, a difference-
frequency mode of frequency ωd = ω2−ω1 was generated due
to the nonlinear self-demodulation of the beating wavefront.

As homogeneous acoustic media lack of strong dispersion,
phase-matching holds during nonlinear propagation and har-
monic generation processes are cumulative with distance. On
the one hand, it is expected that the locally generated self-
demodulated mode presents a field spatial distribution similar
to those of the primary beams, as occurs in parametric acoustic
antennas [12]. On the other hand, the phase of the self-



Fig. 3. (a) scheme of the self-demodulated field. (b) and (c) show the sagittal field cross-sections at y = 0 showing the theoretical and measured demodulated
component, respectively. (d-e) Transverse field cross-section at z = 80 mm showing the normalized magnitude and the normalized phase of the theoretical
and measured demodulated component, respectively. (g) Normalized field magnitude cross-section at 1 kHz obtained experimentally, numerically and by linear
theory. Input: Phase of the self-demodulated field along the azimuthal coordinate.

demodulated beam depends on the spatiotemporal interference
of the two vortex beams, which is linked to their topological
charges. This results in a self-demodulated beam with a phase
factor exp(ildφ) where the topological charge of the self-
demodulated beam is

ld = sd(l2 − l1), (10)

where sd = sign(ω2 − ω1), due to the conservation of
topological charge of nonlinear vortices, which is indeed a
consequence of the conservation of angular momentum [13].
Particular attention should be paid to Eq. (10) because this is
not valid if the frequencies of the primary beams are commen-
surable [14]. However, in self-demodulation applications, this
is usually fulfilled as the primary beams are commonly cho-
sen with nearby frequencies. Therefore, to synthesize a sub-
wavelength vortex by self-demodulation, the primary beams
should present different topological charges and frequencies,
and, in addition, their field distribution must overlap in space.
Simulated and experimental results are shown in Figs. 3. A
low-frequency beam at ωd = 1 kHz is generated locally,
and its spatial distribution matches the overlapping volume
of the two primary beams. Its corresponding wavelength is
λd = 2πc0/ωd � λn, therefore, the width of the beam,
dominated by the width of the primary beams, is deep sub-
wavelength.

The self-demodulated vortex arises as a result of the non-
linear mixing of the two primary vortex beams. Its topological
charge is given by ld = l2 − l1 = 1, showing the conservation
of topological charge and, therefore, the conservation of orbital
angular momentum during the nonlinear mixing of the primary
beams as given by Eq. (10). The transversal pressure-field
distribution of the self-demodulated vortex beam at z = 80

mm and y = 0 mm. The width of the vortex, Dd, is 17.9 times
smaller than the wavelength in the experimental observations
(Dd = λd/22.2 in simulations). Note that the measurement
distance is 2.8 times the Rayleigh diffraction length for the
self-demodulated mode. The field at the axis (x = 0) becomes
null due to the phase singularity. The phase of the beam
along the azimuthal coordinate φ, depicted in Fig. 4, agrees
with a linear profile of (l2 − l1)φ = ldφ, demonstrating
the topological charge conservation during nonlinear mixing.
Using this approach, vortices of arbitrary topological charge
and size can be synthesized by tuning the parameters of the
primary beams.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

In this work we have shown the sub-wavelength and sub-
diffractive generation of acoustic vortices at distances be-
yond Rayleigh diffraction length by using the nonlinear self-

Fig. 4. (a) Normalized field magnitude cross-section at 1 kHz obtained
experimentally, numerically and by linear theory. (b) Phase of the self-
demodulated field along the azimuthal coordinate.



demodulation. Sub-wavelength vortices emerge because of the
spatiotemporal interference of two primary vortex beams due
to the conservation of angular momentum during nonlinear
wave-mixing.
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